7 YEARS OF DOING IT WRONG™

Practical stories to failing with grace
A Guide to making a mess of things
Making the Most Out of Community
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∞ YEARS OF DOING IT WRONG™
WHERE FRIENDSHIP BEGINS AND NEVER ENDS
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AMBITIONS ARE EASY
AMBITIONS ARE EASY
SUCCESS IS ALLUSIVE
From Novice to Expert

1. Read
2. Observer
3. Participate

• Forums + Blogs & News
• WordPress.tv + Podcasts
• WordCamps + Meetups
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EVERYONE IS AN EXPERT

SOMETIMES EXPERTS NEED EXPERTS
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Find Your Community

1. SLACK SLACK SLACK SLACK!
2. Twitter
3. Facebook

–Making WordPress
–Post Status
–Gravity Forms
–Pods Foundation
–Ninja Forms
–Know the Code
–Advanced WP
SUCCESSFUL INVOLVEMENT

• BE INFORMED
• BE RESPECTFUL
• BE PROACTIVE
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WHERE FRIENDSHIP BEGINS AND NEVER ENDS
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GREAT RESOURCES

wptavern.com
poststatus.com
joshpress.net
tuts+
torquemag.io
wpshout.com
wplift.com
hookr.io
make.wordpress.org
wordpress.tv
wpchat.com
wpbeginner.com
wpmayor.com
welenhousandi.com
whrislema.com
tommcfarlin.com
pippinsplugins.com
carriedils.com
carlalexander.ca
yoast.com
gravitywiz.com
webdevstudios.com
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